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evaluate a machine suitable for your needs. Pre-purchase inspection will help to avoid unforeseen delays and provide a positive experience of purchasing ready-made equipment. We are interested in cleaning up your surplus equipment, from individual items like this Airco Dipstick 160 welder with a welding cart for entire production facilities. We simplify the
process of selling your pre-prepared processing and packaging equipment. Just click the button below and let us know what you have. Selling equipment there are a couple/multiple on ebay. (The lowest is $400). They sued to be combos MIG, TIG and Stick. I also wonder if they can be the same as Three Arc (Midwest Industries). On DIP-STICK, I see one
with a red case/black face and another with an orange case/white face. I wonder which one is newer. (One of these macnines (red) has an ESAB/Chicago on the label) Party MIG (DIP) says 160 amps/22 volts at 60% service cycle. Stick (AC and DC) says 160 amplifiers / 22 volts at 35%, and DCSP TIG says 160 amplifiers, 28 volts 35%, AC TIG - 160
amplifiers, 28 volts 20%, MOCV 80V Entry 230V 60 amps for stick and 30 amplifiers for MIG. (It seems strange that the MIG requires fewer amps than a stick, even if the debt cycle is higher. Thanks for sharing experiences with these machines (and/or rumors). The tri-arcs I mean for sale locally and I mkght be able to get it very cheap (like $100). I bought
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